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l'20 I Aninfinit,ely long straight wire carrying a steady current 1 lies in the

same plane as a square circuit of linear dimension a, but outside it, and

is parallel to two of the sides of the square. (The picture will be given on

the board.)

(a). The magnetic flux through the area of the square is measured to be

equal to @. What is the distance from the current to the closest side of

the square?

(b). In the same geometry, let there be in addition a steady current 1/in
the square circuit. What is the force (magnitude and direction) acting on

the square?

l20l Fi:tld the electrostatic potential at large distance from the following

system of charges:
Three point particles are located along the z-axis at the points zr : *2u,

Zz: -a and z3 : 0. Their charges are q1 : q, : q and qz: -2q'

l2ol a. A particle with mass m, charge e ) 0 and initial velocit| u0 ((
c crosses the space between the plates of a capacitor where a constant

voitage 7 is applied. The distance between the plates is equal to l, the

initial angle between u6 and the electric field in the capacitor is a < nf2'
Find the energy loss by dipole radiation during the time of flight inside

the capacitor. /Neglect the influence of radiation on the trajectory'/

b. For apositron with initialkinetic energy 4eY,V:10 kV. l:1cm,
and (r : 0, determine if approximations of non-relativistic kinematics and

trajcctory urrperturbcd by radiatiorr are justified.

4. l20l A spaceship is launched from the surface of the Earth with constant

speed tr : (315)c (relative to Earth). An astronaut on board has her

birthday 10 days after the launch by the Earth calendar. Her friends

decided to send the congratulation using a laser (assume that this signal

propagates in space with speed of light). when should they send this

message in order for the astronaut to get it exactly when she will celebrate

(of course, by her calendar)?



15 x 4:20/ QUICK QUESTIONS. Explain your answers in detail.

(a) Assume that a point charge and a small magnetic moment are placed

at rest at the origin. Then it is easy to see that the Poynting vector
of the resulting field is not zero. Does this mean that there is an

energy flux leaving the system?

(b)

(c)

Can field lines of the electrostatic field fonrr closed loopsl

In the laboratory frame we have the electric, t: €y, and magnetic,
B:8,, static fields; we know that t < B. Is it possible to find the

frame where t,he electrie field is absent? lf so. what, is t,he magnil,rrde

of l,he magnetic field in tha,t, frame?

Estirna,te the rnagnitude o{ tlre a.pplied rnagtretic field 66, for whish

its interaction energy with an electron spin reaches lPry-rnsa 12* .

Assume that there exist rnagnetic monopoles with density p* and

currents j- and the total magnetic charge is conserved. What should

be changed in the system of Maxwell equations?

(d)


